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Neo geo x gold limited edition ebay

The short version of what you're going to read:pros: excellent handheld systemHDMI connection to TV looks great selection of preloaded gameshandheld's thumbstick is greatjoystick's performance is greathdmi / av cables included with systemcons: memory card function seems to be there,
but does not workthe docking station is lameno power supply that connects to handheld for charge &amp; play (must be connected to docking station to charge) av out signal is weak both video outputs produce some small screen tearing artifacts in gamesno other games currently availableI
placed an order when I first heard about this thing several months ago probably for the same reason most other people ordered: nostalgia. I remember back in the day watching the NEO GEO console box and its games in places like Babbages and Electronics Boutique and marveling at
their outrageous price tags. For most people, the only way to enjoy Neo Geo games was to play them on an MVS arcade machine. Paying a quarter to play a Neo Geo game until you lost was a lot cheaper than the $600 or so for the system and over $250 per game. Since MVS cabinets
were all over and there were quite a few Neo Geo games that were pretty darn good, I have a lot of memories playing 'em in the arcade. So how does the Neogeo X match the old Neo Geo? I'm a little torn. It's a good package, but I'm slightly disappointed with it. The small handheld system
is quite spiffy. This is despite some problems I have with it. The button placement is tricky and takes a bit of getting used to compared to how the NeoGeo buttons were traditionally laid out. Also, some buttons are confusing. For example, the start button. It doesn't pause games like almost
every other system there is, its only feature is really to start games. Instead, the right shoulder buttons (why are those there again?) pause games, and I wouldn't have known what they were doing unless I pushed them to see what they were doing. It's not a big deal, but it's weird. Honestly,
the handheld is pretty awesome. The screen is big and lively. The image looks bright and clear and everything looks great, despite the fact that the screen dimensions are for mailbox movies almost and the game is stretched to fit. There is an option to display the game in the original screen
sizes but that's nice. The system's speakers have an OK output. Fortunately, there is a headphone jack if the system speakers are not enough for you. The clicky thumb pad is great and very responsive. Compared to your typical portable console D-pads, its stunning. About the only real
complaint I have about the system's performance is that it doesn't have 100% of the features of the AES system. The AES system had a memory card that you could use to of the game. I've read that the Neogeo X is supposed to have this feature, but I'm not sure if it works or if many of the
original games actually used the feature. Magician Lord does, and you get the opportunity to save every time you save over on this system, but I still haven't been able to figure out how to load a save. Again, it's not a huge big deal; Many of these Neo Geo games are designed to feed short
arcade games that keep you from feeding quarters. So to repeat, the handheld is pretty awesome. I was afraid it would be a cheap piece of junk, but I was pleasantly surprised. The hardware performance is great and it does a great job of showcasing the same experience I had playing the
Neogeo games in an arcade. But as far as design goes, the Neogeo X has a super annoying problem: there is no power supply for the portable. You don't play the handheld itself with it connected to the wall, it needs to be connected to the docking station to charge. I imagine there are some
alternative methods to charge the drive without the dock, but SNK/Tommo doesn't want you to do that they plastered a warning label on the system to charge using the dock only. Raising the docking station leads me to discussing the second half of the Neogeo X Gold system which is the
docking station itself. The docking station is kind of neat, but when looking at the features of the handheld, its almost pointless. The docking station is cast in the form of the original Neogeo cart based system. If you've looked at the promotional advetrizements, you'd know that the docking
station opens and you stick the Neogeo X inside of it and it gives the impression that this thing was supposed to be some kind of magical device that allows you to play the Neogeo X on a TV. It's not. The handheld system is designed with HDMI and AV out to connect it to a television on its
own. So the only real advantage for the docking station is to play the Neogeo X games with the joystick. That's it! It's really lame! The joystick plug is USB, and there's even a micro USB output on the handheld, so you could probably even buy an adapter to connect the joystick directly to it
making the docking station a 100% useless piece of cast plastic related to using the system to play games on your TV. However, the docking station was created with the intention of being the charging station of the handheld. It really is a bizarre design choice. Stranger is that it doesn't
charge the portable when its plugged in there as you would expect, the docking station should be turned on. Connecting the handheld in the docking station is an annoyance too because there are no guides to help glide into place and it involves a lot of blind fumbling around until the
connections are lined up. On top of everything else, the stupidly large size of the docking station has a negative impact on portability. It inspires AVGN, what did they think? Don't they even test it before they release it? levels of knee shock criticism. They this really can design much better
than they do. It's the biggest disappointment from the whole package. Would have been better if they had a simple USB charger. Putting aside the bad design choices, how play the Neogeo X Gold on TV? It's not perfect, but it's pretty good. The Neogeo X joystick feels like this super cheap
hollow piece of junk, but the stick (despite not being used to the clickyness) and the buttons are solid and responsive. A few Neogeo games (like King or Monsters) require a lot of pounding on buttons, and after 30 minutes of beating up on the joystick and buttons, it took it like a pro and isn't
as cheap as it feels. On the graphics side, the system has some problems. The AV out seems to be weak. On an LCD HDTV, the AV signal was poor: both image and sound were weak. When testing the system on an old tube TV, the AV out was a lot better. I'm not quite sure if this is the
way the system is, or if mine is faulty. The system also has HDMI out, and that looks and sounds really good on my HDTV. Unfortunately, there is a downside to playing the Neogeo X on the TV: both AV and HDMI produce screen tearing artifacts on TV. Its worse in HDMI. This usually
happens with the background images. In most games, its so rare and small you won't notice unless you search them, but in games where the background scrolls fast and continuously (like Alpha Mission 2) there is some obvious graphic hiccups going on. It didn't affect the performance of
the game at all, and pretty much the only game I noticed was really bad in Alpha Mission 2. Another annoying aspect of playing the Neogeo X on the TV is that there is a significant delay in waiting for the system to turn off a signal. It takes about 30 seconds for something to appear on your
TV. Hopefully I did an ok job conveying my feelings on the Neogeo X Gold system. I give the Neogeo X Gold a three star rating. 3 stars = ok. If I would judge based on the handheld alone, I would give it 4, but if you couldn't tell I bought the Gold edition to play it on my TV. For $250, I
expected better. The display on the TV, while good, is imperfect and the docking station is a horribly designed and almost pointless mess. Another super annoying aspect is that most games don't support a free play mode or are infinite. Often you are limited to 4 remains alone! Most of these
games are designed to be I'm an arcade machine feed me quarters super hard! That's all minus one star. The second star I'm taking away has to do with the neogeo X's library. Aside from the preloaded games, the only game out there for it is the limited edition pack in Ninja Master's (Ninja
Master's what? Is that Master's posessive or Master??? Maybe Ken Masters?). I'm sure SNK &amp; Tommo will take a wait-and-see approach to how they will market games on the Neogeo X, but this is ridiculous. The system is out, and still no other games have been announced. No. This
is not like the 3ds or the games for this system were already made almost 20 years ago. Based on the SD card medium for this system, I would figure they could make many games on the cheap and make them affordable to attract customers. The The had a lot of great games before that
are not fighting games like Bust a Move (Puzzle Bobble), Wind Jammers, and Aero Fighters to name a few. Potentially they could even port Neogeo Pocket stuff or NG CD only games like Samurai Showdown RPG. It really bothers me that this system has a lot of potential and SNK's silence
on it makes me really nervous that the Neogeo X was done at the time it was out of the starting gate. Hopefully something will be announced soon. Soon.
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